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How did it all start? (1)

Education Committee 10/01/2018
1st High Level Group, 

Education Summit 24-25/01/2018
BFUG 5-6/02/2018
Education Council 

15/02/2018
DG HE meeting 20/2/2018

September 2017:

Marcon’s Sorbonne speech 
followed by memo on 
European universities

& EC’s proposal on European
Education Area

14 November
2017:

EU leaders meet at 
the Social Summit

in Gothenburg

May 2018 (expected):

Council recommendation
on automatic recognition 
of diplomas and learning
periods abroad

HAPPENING NOW: 
24-25 May Ministerial
Conference in Paris



How did it all start? (2)

“......Member States, Council and the Commission encourage
the emergence by 2024 of some twenty 'European
Universities', consisting in bottom-up networks of 4 to 6
universities across the EU which will enable students to
obtain a degree by combining studies in several EU
countries and contribute to the international
competitiveness of European universities.”

European Council conclusions on the Communication
on Strengthening European Identity through
Education and Culture

14 December 2017 
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periods abroad
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The consultative process & ‘co-creation’

Consultations
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Main principles
and evaluation

criteria
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Call launched
autumn 2018

Projects to 
start in 2019

Mapping

JRC survey
completed

Results
published end 

April

Ad-hoc 
group

Meetings

9 April

May

Consultative 
group

Meetings

7 February

26 March



Objectives

• ‘Bringing transnational cooperation to the next level of 
ambition’

• Inclusiveness (variety of HEIs & geographical balance)
• Flexible and innovative models of partnerships with

shared long-term strategic vision
• Strengthening the education-research-innovation triangle
• Erasmus+ programme as the main driver in synergy with

FP9 and national funding
• Ultimately creating cross-border European universities



The matchmaking has began…



Towards the first pilot call

• “pilot” call to be published in October 2018, next one: 
October 2019

• First “networks” to start in 2019
• Centralised call (under Erasmus+ KA2, along with 

Strategic Alliances)
• Own budget
• Funding: 3 years (most prob.)+ possible renewal after 

positive evaluation
• Means to an end, not an end in itself: Funding for new 

activities (not an operational grant for existing 
networks/alliances!)



Eligibility and evaluation

Eligible participants:, European Education Area(min. 3 HEIs from 3 Member
States –most probable), European Higher Education Area (min. 3 HEIs from
Bologna countries)? What about UK? On top of these options: public/private
organisations? Other countries worldwide?

Geographical balance: An eligibility criterion to meet? How to ensure that the 
‘European universities’ are not exclusive/elitary clubs?

Higher Education Institutions only or HE organisations and public/private
partners from outside academia as well?

University can be part of different networks depending on the discipline



Activities to be funded

Activities may include: cooperation at management level, study
programmes with embedded mobility & customisation, creating
multidisciplinary education and research teams, deveoping
innovative pedagogies and digital technologies, support for joint 
summer schools and short mobility schemes…

‘Game-changing’ state-of-the-art activities or a selection
from a catalogue of (existing & standard) practices?

Commitment of universities vs. Level of competence!



Impact and sustainability

Ensuring national (co-)funding: Will the new initiative depend on 
the political climate & priorities in different EU countries?

Synergy with FP9: How to ensure the link with research? 

Evaluation: When should it be carried out?

Possible renewal of the project: How to maintain activities of a 
project that has not received the renewal funding?



Role of institutional networks

Name: European University networks? European
Universities? University alliances?

Institutional networks as ‘incubators’ for new networks?

Institutional networks as potential non-HEI partner under
the new call?

‘The European Universities’ will reinforce Institutional
networks’ – but how?



Conclusions (1)

• The framework still under discussion

• Consultation process is ongoing!

• The initiative is shaped at the level of Member States� consulting 
at the national level very important!



Closing ‘food for thought’

‘The Sorbonne [University] lives today because of the idea that its
professors and students have of knowledge (…) Europe, too, is an 
idea.’

‘Throughout Europe we explained that when there was a 
constraint, it was Europe’s fault. When powerlessness was at the 
door, it was not us, but Brussels. And in doing so, we forgot that
Brussels is us’

E. Macron, Paris, Sorbonne U., 26 September 2017



Thank you!


